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Author’s response to reviews:

Reviewer 2:

comments on abstract section to correct Hepatitis b in to Hepatitis B

Authors: thank you, corrected accordingly

Reviewer 2: under ethical consideration to make small letter c

Authors: thank you, corrected accordingly

Reviewer 2: on result section, to make sentence complete add was

Authors: thank you so much, corrected accordingly

Reviewer 2: on result section, table number 1, to correct Characteristics in the table title in to characteristics and also to make table breaks, to write full and meaningful result finding like 0.72 instead of .72.

Authors: thank you so much for interest looking and amended accordingly.

Reviewer 2: on result section, table number 2, to make space between numbers and brackets, make table breaks, write full and meaningful result finding like 0.77, and also table consistency

Authors: thank you, corrected accordingly

Reviewer 2: on result section, table number 3, to make table consistent
Reviewer 2: on abbreviation, write in sentence look

Authors: thank you, corrected accordingly

Regarding editors comment on authors specific contribution especially GK

Thank you for nice reminding! we have amended as,

GK: Involved in generating the concept of this research paper, proposal writing, designing, analysis, write-up, preparation of scientific paper, and manuscript preparation.